

This is a false statement by Alberto Pantoja. It is NOT a violation to allow technicians to work beyond their position description (and no documents were ever provided that proved it was a violation). By his actions, Dr. Pantoja put ethical scientists in a very difficult situation, since peer-reviewed science journals establish their own criteria for authorship, (i.e. the issue cannot legally be circumvented by ARS administrative personnel).











Do you think Alberto Pantoja acted ethically when he wielded his power to deny legitimate authorship credit to a GS-7 scientist with a Master's Degree, simply because ARS considered her a "technician"?















_____________________________________________
From: Bower, Cindy
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2009 1:29 PM
To: Pantoja, Alberto
Cc: Contento, Janis
Subject: Re: FW: IDP- clarification requested

Alberto,

Katie's IDP for 2010 has the statement "Strong desire to continue writing manuscripts for career 

advancement" listed under Development Work Experiences. You requested clarification of her 

request and (as her supervisor) I am providing it for you. I have discussed this with Katie and she 

would like to:

  

- continue participating in the conception or design, or analysis and interpretation of data

- continue drafting or revising articles for critically important intellectual content, when 

appropriate

- continue to be offered a chance to read the final version prior to publication

Allowing Katie to continue being recognized as a co-author supports her career advancement, 

which is in accordance with the current ARS Workforce Plan 

(www.afm.ars.usda.gov/hrd/humancapital/ARS Workforce Plan.DOC)

I hope this issue has been clarified to your satisfaction. In the future, if you have questions about 

paperwork that I have already approved for my employees, please bring your concerns directly to 

me so we can discuss them. I feel devalued when you circumvent my authority as a supervisor 

and I trust that it will not happen again.

_____ 

Cindy





Do you think Alberto Pantoja acted ethically when he bypassed the correct chain of command in order to bully my tech about serving as a co-author? 

How can women supervisors protect their women employees from men who have a history of unlawfully harassing, discriminating, and retaliating against them? 





